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[Synopsis]
We’ve started to deploy infrastructure across the world based on our design from
Challenge 3. We’re still testing which locations will work best for our ultimate goal of
restoring the Earth’s collaboration and communication in order to ensure we can keep
any further threat to humanity at bay. Our ultimate goal is to bring HumanityLink to a
new platform. The world as we know it will be made up of what we have access to. In
this case, we have a VMware server, access to two public clouds environments. We
have to change the way that we think about our infrastructure to move further up the
stack. In the final challenge, you will deploy a real environment with focus on
application and security. Imagine only having a web browser to do it. For that reason,
this year’s challenge is a little different. You will have been provided 1 vSphere host on
baremetalcloud.com, up to 2 EC2 instances on AWS, up to 4 DigitalOcean instances.
This environment will named after one of the new anti zombie weapons. This weapon is
designed in the Utility Muffin Research Kitchen. This will be configured as a cross-cloud
environment running a database enabled web application. You will be given a set of
requirements to explain the application needs and the configuration management
needs of the environment. The UMRK is the base architecture to provide a secure,
resilient application architecture as we prepare for our journey back to recover the
Earth. You must: - deploy the vSphere HTML5 Host Client - deploy vCenter VCSA (script
preferred) and document the process - deploy the vCenter Manager for AWS - deploy a
web server of your choice on your vSphere instance - deploy a database platform on
your vSphere environment - deploy a “Hello Zombie World” application pulling data
from your database - deploy a Puppet server on your second Digital Ocean instance deploy Puppet agents on your AWS and Digital Ocean hosted infrastructure - create a
minimal Puppet manifest to prove that the infrastructure is actively managed - Configure
daily security patches for the operating system environment - Deploy all of your code,
configuration files, and manifests to the private Github repository you have been
provided - Create a working copy of your web server environment on AWS and your
database environment on DigitalOcean - Secure your infrastructure and detail your
design choices and reasoning - Document and diagram the infrastructure including your
resiliency and protection strategy - Provide credentials to the judges to evaluate your
infrastructure - BONUS: Build a load balancer on your environment for your web
application Limitations - You have only 1 vSphere host - EC2 are limited to t2.small - You
may only use 2 EC2 instances - DigitalOcean instances are limited to 1GB RAM instances
- You may only use 4 DigitalOcean instances Requirements - Every object must use FQDN
under utilitymuffinresearchkitchen.org - Add resiliency at every layer available In AWS,
you have access to everything in a shared environment with your competitors.
Remember that as you define any groups, security, and naming. Be sure to identify your
infrastructure in every way available.
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1) Executive Summary
a) Project Overview
We have been provided 3 environments in the cloud of which we need to build a new
infrastructure to support our new application.

b) Intended Audience
This guide is intended for the vDM judges and ‘our board members’ plus any one left to
help rebuild the human race.

c) Project Summary
We need to make all the parts work in harmony and ensure that we don’t clash with
other competitors.

i) Project Requirements
PRQ001.
PRQ002.
PRQ003.
PRQ004.
PRQ005.
PRQ006.
PRQ007.
PRQ008.
PRQ009.
PRQ010.
PRQ011.
PRQ012.
PRQ013.
PRQ014.
PRQ015.
PRQ016.
PRQ017.
PRQ018.

Deploy the vSphere HTML5 Host Client
Deploy vCenter VCSA (script preferred) and document the process
Deploy the vCenter Manager for AWS
Deploy a web server of your choice on your vSphere instance
Deploy a database platform on your vSphere environment
Deploy a “Hello Zombie World” application pulling data from your
database
Deploy a Puppet server on your second Digital Ocean instance
Deploy Puppet agents on your AWS and Digital Ocean hosted
infrastructure
Create a minimal Puppet manifest to prove that the infrastructure is
actively managed
Configure daily security patches for the operating system environment
Deploy all of your code, configuration files, and manifests to the private
Github repository you have been provided
Create a working copy of your web server environment on AWS and your
database environment on DigitalOcean
Secure your infrastructure and detail your design choices and reasoning
Document and diagram the infrastructure including your resiliency and
protection strategy
Provide credentials to the judges to evaluate your infrastructure
BONUS: Build a load balancer on your environment for your web
application
Every object must use FQDN under utilitymuffinresearchkitchen.org
Add resiliency at every layer available
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ii) Project Assumptions
A001. We can use a Web application such as Wordpress as this utilise PHP to pull
data from the database and become our ‘Appliaction’
A002. We could use any IP of which we would not clash with a fellow competitor
A003. Things would work like it says in the manual
A004. We could use the VPN connection as part of AWS
A005. We could use our scripts to get us executables we needed access to

iii) Project Constraints
C001.
C002.
C003.
C004.
C005.

We only 1 vSphere host
EC2 are limited to t2.small
You may only use 2 EC2 instances
DigitalOcean instances are limited to 1GB RAM instances
You may only use 4 DigitalOcean instances

iv) Project Risks
PRI001. Public IPs may and can easily get attacked
PRI002. Lack of knowledge of some products
PRI003. Datacentres spread around globally
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2) Ideal Design Summary
a) Logical Layout
Prior to getting my teeth into any of the technologies I knew there would be some instant
challenges of which I needed a sound logical layout of where things would sit. In
essence everything had to go over the internet at some point

AWS

Internet

Bare Metal Cloud

Digital Ocean

i) Tightening things up a bit
My first thought went to networking even before the VMs as before I could deploy these
but this security would be key. I made some assumptions right at the start that I could
have publically facing VMs and then private VMs of that could be connected in their
own logical subnet to promote security. I could then implement a firewall to allow traffic
into the DMZ style servers and any back end application over a VPN connection for
inter-site communication. I knew at this point I may be at a loss of 3 VMs from my original
pool but I thought this was better than exposing all VMs to the web.

AWS
Connector

AWS

Sophos UTM

Linux Firewall

Internet

Bare Metal Cloud
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ii) VM Layout
Now I had an idea of what allocation I had left I could then figure out where I was going
to put applications and how things would start to look.

Web Server

AWS
Connector

Puppet App Slave
Tertiary DB Server

AWS

Sophos UTM

Linux Firewall

Internet

Bare Metal Cloud

Digital Ocean

VPN Link In

Mail Server

VMWare VCSA

nozombies
website

Firewall Appliance

Puppet Master

DB Server

Web Server

Puppet Agent Test

Primary DB Server VMWare HTML 5

Management VM

Sophos UTM

Amazon Connector

AD Server

From here I decided the first two things to achieve was deploying the Sophos Firewall to
the VMware host at Bare Metal Cloud and then deploy the VCSA appliance so I can
start to build things.

3) The Build – Bare Metal Cloud
a) Establishing a base line script
The first thing I wanted to do is try and see if and how many of the tools I could pull down
ready to work. In fact this was nowhere near as many as I thought. Many require logins
to websites or require registration. The way I found I could download the available tool
was in a batch with PowerShell in the most efficient way was as follows. I did find/create
other scripts but they were much heavier in code. In an ideal world I would have also
got this to launch a silent install but I couldn’t quite get all the switches right.
Import-CSV Filestocollect.txt | Start-BitsTransfer -TransferType download

The file contained the following as these redirected to sites easily with the latest versions
Source, Destination
http://sdk-for-net.amazonwebservices.com/latest/AWSToolsAndSDKForNet.msi , c:\temp\UMRK\AWSToolsAndSDKForNet.msi
https://s3.amazonaws.com/aws-connector/AWS-Connector.ova , c:\temp\UMRK\AWS-Connector.ova
http://vsphereclient.vmware.com/vsphereclient/VMware-viclient-all-6.0.0.exe , c:\temp\UMRK\VMware-viclient-all-6.0.0.exe
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b) Configure to Sophos UTM
As the above would have downloaded the old C style VMware client I used this to get
into the environment to upload the Sophos ISO available from (Sophos Downloads, n.d.)
and then also upload a copy of the Ubuntu desktop client for management as its fairly
lightweight on resources and I needed a web browser for testing.

i) Installing Sophos
To install Sophos I mounted the ISO into a new VM and proceeded to boot this. Originally
I put 4 CPUs and 2GB of RAM as I thought I would be able to get all the VPNs
established. Of which later in the build I was not able to complete due to constraints
within the systems. The box was also provisioned with two NICs one on the internal
network and one on the current VM network with the public IPs. I had to create the
networks prior to this setup. I did create a DMZ and a VLAN as I wanted to try and keep
them separate where possible I just didn’t get a chance to use them.

The install was very much a next, next finish as I didn’t want to deviate from the overall
system, During the install it asks for an IP and I set this as 192.168.90.254 as this would also
become my routing instance. I did originally have the internal networks above
connected to the other physical NIC so I could physically separate them but for some
reason this NIC kept showing as disconnected in my VMs. I would have ideally wanted
this but I didn’t get time to raise a ticket with BMC as this would have further enhanced
the network separation. Once I had moved the networks and registered the 2nd virtual
NIC it was time to provide this an IP to connect to from the outside world. After a bit of
hunting I was able to establish what my public IP range was from the following site
(Network configuration and ip addressing, n.d.)
I decided to use the next available IP and set this in the interfaces tab from the web
admin at https://192.168.90.254:4444
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Once this was up I proceeded to configure the host name and within AWS Route 53
create a DNS record as I had yet to get to grips with the AWS PowerShell CLI.
This is done under Management and system settings

Now to configure the VPN of which is very straight forward permitting the hostname is
correct and you follow this wizard at Remote Access, SSL and then Remote Access
Profiles. I chose SSL as it works with most firewalls and clients around the world with most
firewalls allowing access via port 443.

The next thing was to turn on is the user portal so I could download the VPN client and
configuration file. This is in Management and then User Portal and just activating the
slider.

Once done and connected it was time to sort the ESXi host and VCSA.
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c) Configure ESXi Host and VCSA
Now we have a secure connection into the environment it was time to move the
management NIC away from the public facing side and into our new internal LAN.

i) Configuring the host
This part was fair simple until coming across a bug of which the C client doesn’t finish the
configuration completely. I went into the following screen and set the IP range and also
moved VLAN to 90 along with DNS but I soon lost connectivity

Luckily for me I tested the iDRAC prior to this change to mitigate the risk. I promptly
changed this to the correct IP now being 192.168.90.4 and configured a DNS host name
of ge-umrk-esx01.utilitymuffinresearchkitchen.org. I set the DNS servers to 205.251.196.215
being the first AWS DNS and the UTM so I could add the rest to this at a later date if the
main one went down. I tested connectivity again with the C client and I was back in.

ii) Scripting the VCSA
First things first, the VCSA is a very fussy character when it comes to DNS name resolution.
This is another reason I made the VPN first as I could then have some control over the
reverse DNS lookup as it will make sure this address is correct. After checking the manual
for the actual deployment of the VCSA it appeared to be fairly simple in PowerShell
once you understand the JSON file, the single line worked out to be the following
invoke-expression "F:\vcsa-cli-installer\win32\vcsa-deploy.exe
'c:\Users\gareth.edwards\Documents\vDM\CHScripts\embedded_vCSA_on_ESXi.json' --accept-eula"

It would have been nice if I could have passed through variables from an on screen
prompt but this appears to cause issues but I did grasp some of the concept of it could
be possible from William Lam’s (Ultimate automation guide to deploying VCSA 6.0 Part 1:
Embedded Node, n.d.) and Kyle Ruddy (Automate the vROps OVA, n.d.)
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The other thing I have found with the VCSA is on its first boot it will try and get a DHCP IP
to connect back and generate the configuration scripts. For this I ensured that prior to
running the above script I had a scope running on the UTM

The JSON file is below of which could be further configured. I used a different SSO
domain to try and aid with security rather than the default vmware.local
{
"__version": "1.1",
"__comments": "Sample template to deploy a vCenter Server with an embedded Platform Services Controller to an ESXi host.",
"target.vcsa": {
"appliance": {
"deployment.network": "Internal",
"deployment.option": "small",
"name": "GE-UMRK-VCSA",
"thin.disk.mode": true
},
"esx": {
"hostname": "ge-umrk-esx01.utilitymuffinresearchkitchen.org",
"username": "root",
"password": "My Password!",
"datastore": "DS1"
},
"network": {
"hostname": "ge-umrk-vcsa01.utilitymuffinresearchkitchen.org",
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"dns.servers": [
"192.168.90.254",
"205.251.196.215"
],
"gateway": "192.168.90.254",
"ip": "192.168.90.5",
"ip.family": "ipv4",
"mode": "static",
"prefix": "24"
},
"os": {
"password": "ASecurePassword",
"ssh.enable": true
},
"sso": {
"password": "ASecurePassword",
"domain-name": "vsphere.umrk",
"site-name": "BMCSite"
}
}
}
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After a few hours due to my link to the datacentre the script eventually completed

From here I wanted to keep the scripting element in so I added the host using VMWare
PowerCLI
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$shell = New-Object -ComObject Wscript.Shell
Set-ExecutionPolicy Unrestricted | echo $shell.sendkeys("Y`r`n")
---Add Server
Connect-VIServer ge-umrk-vcsa01.utilitymuffinresearchkitchen.org
$folder = Get-Folder -NoRecursion | New-Folder -Name GE-Folder
New-Datacenter -Location $folder -Name GE-UMRK-DC | fl
Add-VMHost ge-umrk-esx01.utilitymuffinresearchkitchen.org -Location GE-UMRK-DC -User root –Password MySecurePassword –Force

iii) Deploying More VMs
As I now seemed to have a handle on deploying items via PowerCLI I thought I would
continue this with the HTML 5 OVA and the Amazon Web Connector. I did find I had to
reference VMWare’s website so I could use the (Get-OvfConfiguration, n.d.) Command I
did also find that if you also looked at a pre existing deployed VM this provides some
good examples thanks to Velemental (OVF/OVA Import with Advanced Options, n.d.)
----Import HTML5 OVA----$ovfpath = "C:\temp\UMRK\h5ngcVA-1.15.0.0-4144640_OVF10.ova"
$ovfConfig = Get-OvfConfiguration -Ovf $ovfpath
$ovfConfig.ToHashTable() | ft -autosize
$ovfConfig.NetworkMapping.Network_1.Value = "Internal"
$ovfConfig.IpAssignment.IpProtocol.Value = "IPv4"
$ovfConfig.IpAssignment.IpAllocationPolicy.Value = "dhcpPolicy"
$vmHost = Get-VMHost -Name "ge-umrk-esx01*"
Import-vApp -Source "C:\temp\h5ngcVA-1.15.0.0-4144640_OVF10.ova" -OvfConfiguration $ovfConfig -VMHost $vmHost -Name
"vSphere HTML5" -DiskStorageFormat Thin -force
$vm = get-vm -name "vSpher*"
Start-VM $vm
$vm | Select Name, @{N="IP Address";E={@($_.guest.IPAddress[0])}}
----Import AWS OVA----$vmHost = Get-VMHost -Name "ge-umrk-esx01*"
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Import-vApp -Source "C:\temp\UMRK\AWS-Connector.ova" -VMHost $vmHost
$vm = get-vm -name "AWS*"
get-vm $vm | Get-NetworkAdapter -name "*1" | Set-NetworkAdapter -NetworkName "Internal" -Confirm:$false
Start-VM $vm
Get-VM -name "AWS*" | Select Name, @{N="IP Address";E={@($_.guest.IPAddress[0])}}

The final line may need to be re run or maybe I could have done a sleep command but
this helped me figure out the IP if for some reason the static IP didn’t take hold.
The next part was to try and see if I could automate the HTML 5 fling but due to time
pressures I was not able to get this working as I wanted but seemed simple enough as I
could have passed these commands through Putty via an input file
start C:\USERS\putty\putty.exe -ssh vcsaip -m C:\USERS\cmds.txt

I did figure out that the below would have needed to go into the file to complete the
task
VCSA:Login as root
shell.set --enable True
shell
/usr/bin/chsh -s "/bin/bash" root
/usr/bin/chsh -s /bin/appliancesh root
HTML5 Appliance:- /etc/init.d/configui configure --start yes --user root --vc <IP_Address_Of_vCenter>

iv) AWS Connector
The next task was to try and get the AWS connector VM to talk to Amazon. Overall this
was a fairly simple step by step guide apart from the fact I missed a permission as I
couldn’t browse EC2. Also after talking to the other VDM candidates we all needed to
share a key as once someone else connects the following occurs.
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As mentioned before the install was fairly easy and step by step. The first thing was to log
into the appliance and get it to trust my vCenter

Next step was to create a secure password to access the appliance

The next part was to follow the process and grab a key via the on screen link

Once complete you import the file, on the next screen you input a service account user
you have created in vCenter
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The following keys were provided by the VDM judges

Finally the appliance registers and you can access the GUI. I did find I had to close and
reopen all my vCenter instance to get this to work fully

I am pretty certain that my reason I couldn’t upload or view EC2 was down to a time
sync fault of which I didn’t get time to explore. This would have been an ideal way to
make a copy of my local web server on BMC
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d) Connecting the networks
My next challenge prior to building my other servers was to create a secure connection
to the other cloud instances.

i) Configuring AWS
Thankfully the Sophos has an included connector for AWS but this required a specific
VPC to be created within Amazon. This was found under the VPC wizard

The guide was fairly intuitive and I needed to select the VPC with Public and Private
Subnets and Hardware VPN Access so I could try and create my separation.

Once the wizard finished I downloaded the file from the VPN Connections tab as per
below
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Then I imported this into the Sophos Appliance under Site to Site VPN and then AWS, I
also had to make sure my VPN pool was included so I could get to in from my
connection

I also had to set the following rule

The nice thing is the Wizard sets up a BGP balanced connection so if something goes
wrong at Amazon another tunnel takes over

This of course didn’t mean everything could talk as of yet, I spent a further few hours
trying to connect to the private NICs on the public facing servers. I found this was hidden
away in the Route Tables and had to be explicitly turn on as by default it is off and not
propagated
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ii) Configuring Digital Ocean
This part was far from easy and I lost a fair few hours trying to get this to work and used
many solutions such as the following just to name a few
https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/how-to-install-openvpn-accessserver-on-ubuntu-12-04
https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/openvpn-access-server-centos
http://xmodulo.com/create-site-to-site-ipsec-vpn-tunnel-openswan-linux.html
After nearly admitting defeat I came across the following article
https://www.digitalocean.com/community/questions/nat-gateway-on-digital-ocean-sdroplet-possible
It appears this is part of the Digital Ocean security and it doesn’t appear to be
mentioned in their security section which is a shame
https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/7-security-measures-to-protectyour-servers
It did mention another VPN service to add to each client but I didn’t get this working
quickly enough let alone with Puppet so I had to abort this idea for now.
https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/how-to-install-tinc-and-set-up-abasic-vpn-on-ubuntu-14-04
I have left a few files in the resource folder of my workings if anyone reading this does
want to figure it out.
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e) Deploying Puppet
My next challenge was learning Puppet, I found many guides of which I will add all to
my resources folder at GitHub. The right mix in the end was found to be Ubuntu 14.X
being key as this has long term support and implemented with in many of the guides but
I mainly referenced this one from http://www.bogotobogo.com/index.php of which
seemed to get me to the sweet spot of consistent installs along with Digital Ocean’s
snapshot feature. I have uploaded the configurations and my install method to GitHub
as the lists are quite extensive. I did start to try and use Puppet on my Web Servers and
Database servers to create consistency but this sometimes caused me more issues as I
didn’t have all the knowledge to get Puppet to modify the files I needed. I found if the
agent checked in and ‘tweaks’ had been performed these were removed and caused
my applications to have issues. I know I will be investing more time into learning Puppet. I
did also try and get this to deploy WordPress for my application but I couldn’t get it to
build the package as per Digital Ocean’s guide. I did also find on my Bare Metal Cloud
environment the firewall actually caused me an issue as the agents couldn’t talk out. I
decided to just use a site.pp file and limit the install with the node option just for ease of
management in this environment. Overall I think Puppet is a great tool and I think if I
could learn all the commands this would be great in any environment.

I did find I was even able to create users and groups so this could aid in locking down an
environment or changing passwords on machines if they are compromised and not part
of a domain.

f) Deploying Web Application
In the end I had to do this manually but trying to use the Puppet Web server or DB as a
base on AWS and Digital Ocean. In my BMC environment this was all done by hand to
check the theory. I found that I was able to NAT this through fine from
http://zombieweb.utilitymuffinresearchkitchen.org/
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If I had been able to get the website working at AWS I would have load balanced it via
the following AWS article http://www.virtualtothecore.com/en/load-balancing-serviceswith-aws-route53-dns-health-checks/
I also tried to load balance the database servers but due to firewall issues and the lack
of VPN this failed but did try and follow this guide prior to reverting my configuration &
snapshots.
https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/how-to-set-up-mysql-master-masterreplication
This way each Web Server could have spoken to its own DB but they would have been in
sync, I think if I was worried about data corruption I could have used the same DNS load
balancing but kept the replication in place.

4) Useful Bits
a) DHCP Scopes
The only scope running under our control is on the Sophos UTM this provides addresses
within the following range 192.168.90.50-100
The reason there are two DNS names for some devices is if I had the VPNs working I
wanted to use this to limit the amount of names at the top root for security as unless
someone knew there was a subdomain they may not search for this.
This would have also aided with the load balancing as then only external services would
be at the root domain.
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5) Final Thoughts
a) What would I have done different
Firstly I want to thank the judges for giving me this opportunity as I have thoroughly
enjoyed it. I have learnt so much and really want to carry this on where possible (can I
come back next year?). I know this all of this will creep into my VMUG talks or at work
and even clients somewhere along the line. There were many things I didn’t quite get
working due to exams clashing and things just not working when expected but this
would have only happened if I implemented in live. I would have really liked to get
Puppet working better and managing all my hosts to make things consistent. I never got
a chance to even look at the AWS CLI of which I could have created all my DNS records
to make it easier https://forums.aws.amazon.com/thread.jspa?threadID=111828
I know I have also missed patching the environment. I had planned to build an AD server
to log everything and also run a syslog and VMware Update Manager. If I had got the
VPN working I know I would have looked at IPTables firewall for Digital Ocean to lock this
down further and created some explicit security templates in Amazon AWS by locking
down the sources for select VMs

I would have also loved to get it all wrapped into a step by step guided script with
variables but I always have after this competition to do this!
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Disclaimer
The view expressed in this document are my own and do not necessarily reflect the
views of my current, previous or future employer(s). This is a fictional design and some
elements may not work correctly within your infrastructure. All data and information
provided on this this document is for informational purposes only. I make no
representations as to accuracy, completeness, currentness, suitability, or validity of any
information throughout the document & will not be liable for any errors, omissions, or
delays in this information or any losses, injuries, or damages arising from its display or use.
All information is provided on an as-is basis.
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